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Far Futures
First published in 1976, this play from one of Africa's
foremost dramatists is in the classic cannon. It is an
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incisive examination of the problems of independence
and freedom in post-colonial Africa states, where few
believe they have a stake in the future. In the words
of one of the characters: "It was better while we
waited. Now we have nothing to look forward to. We
have killed our past and are busy killing our future".
Francis Imbuga is a playwright and actor. He is the
recipient of the Kenya National Academy of Sciences
Distinguished Professional Award in Play Writing.

Nothing but the Truth
Over recent years, a number of significant
developments in the application of valves have taken
place: the increasing use of actuator devices, the
introduction of more valve designs capable of reliable
operation in difficult fluid handling situations; low
noise technology and most importantly, the
increasing attention being paid to product safety and
reliability. Digital technology is making an impact on
this market with manufacturers developing intelligent
(smart) control valves incorporating control functions
and interfaces. New metallic materials and coatings
available make it possible to improve application
ranges and reliability. New and improved polymers,
plastic composite materials and ceramics are all
playing their part. Fibre-reinforced plastic pipe
systems, glass-reinforced epoxy pipe systems and the
traditional low-cost polyester pipe systems have all
undergone sophisticated design and manufacturing
technology changes. The potential for growth and
expansion of the industry is huge. The 3rd Edition of
the Valves, Piping and Pipelines Handbook salutes
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these developments and provides the engineer with a
timely first source of reference for the selection and
application of Valves and Pipes.

Psychology
Written in Swahili, this anthology presents 82 poems
that have been composed following different themes,
styles, and forms. The inclusion of both metred and
free verses aims at exposing readers and literary
critics to different kinds of Kiswahili poems.

Handbook of Research on Chaos and
Complexity Theory in the Social Sciences
Self-Advocacy
The study of strategic surprise has long concentrated
on important failures that resulted in catastrophes
such as Pearl Harbor and the September 11th attacks,
and the majority of previously published research in
the field determines that such large-scale military
failures often stem from defective informationprocessing systems. Intelligence Success and Failure
challenges this common assertion that catastrophic
surprise attacks are the unmistakable products of
warning failure alone. Further, Uri Bar-Joseph and
Rose McDermott approach this topic uniquely by
highlighting the successful cases of strategic surprise,
as well as the failures, from a psychological
perspective. This book delineates the critical role of
individual psychopathologies in precipitating failure
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by investigating important historical cases. Bar-Joseph
and McDermott use six particular military attacks as
examples for their analysis, including: "Barbarossa,"
the June 1941 German invasion of the USSR (failure);
the fall-winter 1941 battle for Moscow (success); the
Arab attack on Israel on Yom Kippur 1973 (failure);
and the second Egyptian offensive in the war six days
later (success). From these specific cases and others,
they analyze the psychological mechanisms through
which leaders assess their own fatal mistakes and use
the intelligence available to them. Their research
examines the factors that contribute to failure and
success in responding to strategic surprise and
identify the learning process that central decision
makers use to facilitate subsequent successes.
Intelligence Success and Failure presents a new
theory in the study of strategic surprise that claims
the key explanation for warning failure is not
unintentional action, but rather, motivated biases in
key intelligence and central leaders that null any
sense of doubt prior to surprise attacks.

Tales of Abunuwas
The author of the Left Behind(series, teams up with a
noted prophecy expert to provide guidelines for
interpreting Bible prophecy in a consistently accurate
manner, equipping readers with a concise
understanding of what the Bible says about the
future.

The Moccasin Maker
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Ever since Abby was twelve, when her father started
working as chief of palace security, she has been in
love with Prince Vincenzo. When he got married to a
woman from another royal family, she was forced to
keep her love a secret. Years later, Abby finds herself
confused and lost when she hears the news that
Vincenzo’s wife has died in an accident. As a longtime
friend, Abby had volunteered to become a surrogate
mother of their child. What can she do now but honor
her promise? The trick will be keeping her feelings
hidden and focusing on the birth of Vincenzo’s child.

An Inconvenient Wife
The Tunnel Engineering Handbook, Second Edition
provides, in a single convenient volume,
comprehensive coverage of the state of the art in the
design, construction, and rehabilitation of tunnels. It
brings together essential information on all the
principal classifications of tunnels, including soft
ground, hard rock, immersed tube and cut-and-cover,
with comparisons of their relative advantages and
suitability. The broad coverage found in the Tunnel
Engineering Handbook enables engineers to address
such critical questions as how tunnels are planned
and laid out, how the design of tunnels depends on
site and ground conditions, and which types of
tunnels and construction methods are best suited to
different conditions. Written by the leading engineers
in the fields, this second edition features major
revisions from the first, including: * Complete
updating of all chapters from the first edition * Seven
completely new chapters covering tunnel stabilization
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and lining, difficult ground, deep shafts, water
conveyance tunnels, small diameter tunnels, fire life
safety, tunnel rehabilitation and tunnel construction
contracting *New coverage of the modern philosophy
and techniques of tunnel design and tunnel
construction contracting The comprehensive coverage
of the Tunnel Engineering Handbook makes it an
essential resource for all practicing engineers
engaged in the design of tunnels and underground
construction. In addition, the book contains a wealth
of information that government administrators and
planners and transportation officials will use in the
planning and management of tunnels.

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT. 3(TEACHER S
EDITION)(FIFTH EDITION)
* Imeandikwa na wataalamu wa lugha ya Kiswahili
Ndudgu. Wasiwasi was Pugu Secondari, Mama Justa
Bwenge wa Kibasila na Ndugu Kakore wa Tabaza
sekondari * Mazoezi kwa wanafunzi yalioandaliwa kwa
umakina kwa ajili ya madarasa yote * Muhtasari na
vipengele muhimu kuwasaidia wanafunzi katika
mmarudio * Kitabu cha mwongoza cha mwalimu CHA
BURE kikiambatana na vitabu vya wanafunzi darasani

Miale Ya Mashariki
Chemchemi Za Kiswahili
Flowers in the Morning Sun
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Curriculum Innovation in Teacher
Education
Valves, Piping, and Pipelines Handbook
THE BEGINNING What do you do when you discover
information that is before its time? What do you do
when your curiosity takes you on an adventure that is
so bizarre that there is nothing "normal" to relate to?
This is what happened to Dolores Cannon in 1968,
long before she began her career as a past-life
hypnotherapist and regressionist. Travel back with us
to that time when the words "reincarnation, pastlives, regression, walk-ins, New Age" were unknown to
the general population. This is the story of two normal
people, who accidentally stumbled across past-lives
while working with a doctor to help a patient relax. It
began so innocently, yet it crossed the boundaries of
the imagination to open up an entirely new way of
thinking at a time when such a thing was unheard of.
It went totally against the belief systems of the time.
It was so startling that they should have stopped, but
their curiosity demanded that they continue to
explore the unorthodox. The experiment changed the
participants and everyone involved, and their beliefs
would never be the same. Dolores Cannon is now a
world-renowned hypnotherapist who has explored
thousands of cases in the forty years since 1968, and
has written fifteen books about her discoveries. Her
books are translated into more than 20 languages.
She is teaching her unique form of hypnosis all over
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the world. When she lectures people ask, "How did
you get started on all of this?" This is the story of her
beginnings. The book was written in 1980, her very
first book. It has laid dormant, gathering dust, until
now, waiting. Now is the time for it to come forth.
Enjoy the adventure!

The Poetry of Shaaban Robert
An award-winning play about the relationship
between brothers. Nothing but the Truth is the story
of two brothers, of sibling rivalry, of exile, of memory
and reconciliation, and the ambiguities of freedom.
The play was John Kani's debut as sole playwright and
was first performed in the Market Theatre in
Johannesburg. It won the 2003 Fleur du Cap Award for
best actor and best new South African play. In the
same year Kani was also awarded a special Obie
award for his extraordinary contribution to theatre in
the USA.

Islam : essays in the nature and growth
of a cultural tradition
Kamusi Ya Tashbihi, Vitendawili, Milio Na
Mishangao
The End Times Controversy
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Black Madonna
Updated and revised with the latest data in the field,
Principles and Practice of Sport Management, Sixth
Edition provides students with the foundation they
need to prepare for a variety of sport management
careers. Intended for use in introductory sport
management courses at the undergraduate level, the
focus of the Sixth Edition is to provide an overview of
the sport industry and cover basic fundamental
knowledge and skill sets of the sport manager, as well
as to provide information on sport industry segments
for potential employment and career opportunities.

Tunnel Engineering Handbook
The concept of “chaos”, and chaos theory, though it is
a field of study specifically in the field of mathematics
with applications in physics, engineering, economics,
management, and education, has also recently taken
root in the social sciences. As a method of analyzing
the way in which the digital age has connected
society more than ever, chaos and complexity theory
serves as a tactic to tie world events and cope with
the information overload that is associated with
heightened social connectivity. The Handbook of
Research on Chaos and Complexity Theory in the
Social Sciences explores the theories of chaos and
complexity as applied to a variety of disciplines
including political science, organizational and
management science, economics, and education.
Presenting diverse research-based perspectives on
mathematical patterns in the world system, this
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publication is an essential reference source for
scholars, researchers, mathematicians, social
theorists, and graduate-level students in a variety of
disciplines.

Pauline's
Including the work of Poul Anderson, Charles
Sheffield, and Greg Bear, a collection of five original
novellas imagines the fate of humans thousands of
years into the future

Blossoms of the Savannah
**ALL FOR THIS is the third book in the Here and Now
trilogy. It is not a stand-alone and it’s intended to be
read after LOST IN ME and FALL TO YOU.** What if
you would never remember the day you made the
most important decision of your life? That’s what
they’re telling me about the day of my accident—the
day I put on Max’s ring and chose him over Nate. I’m
counting on the wisdom behind a decision I don’t
remember making. Max is amazing—sexy, sweet, and
kind. I was starting to believe happily-ever-after might
be in my future after all. Then the unthinkable
happened and my world imploded. If I’m going to
make this work with Max, I need my missing
memories, or at least answers from about those five
days before my accident. But what does my future
hold if those answers aren’t anything like I imagined?
Here and Now, A New Hope Series: Lost in Me Fall to
You All for This Discover More Books in the Sexy and
Emotional New Hope Trilogy: Unbreak Me (Maggie’s
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story) Wish I May (William and Cally’s story) Stolen
Wishes (A Wish I May Novella)

Principles and Practice of Sport
Management
All for This
Floral Dimensions
Essays on the Anatomy of Expression in
Painting
Challenges popular wisdom to argue that corruption is
an inherent tendency, revealing the sources of
corruption in everyday life while outlining a vision for
a society that recognizes individuals, in a set that
includes a DVD of the author addressing questions
from the book. Original. 25,000 first printing.

Five Lives Remembered
This textbook offers a fresh approach to digital signal
processing (DSP) that combines heuristic reasoning
and physical appreciation with sound mathematical
methods to illuminate DSP concepts and practices. It
uses metaphors, analogies and creative explanations,
along with examples and exercises to provide deep
and intuitive insights into DSP concepts. Practical DSP
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requires hybrid systems including both discrete- and
continuous-time components. This book follows a
holistic approach and presents discrete-time
processing as a seamless continuation of continuoustime signals and systems, beginning with a review of
continuous-time signals and systems, frequency
response, and filtering. The synergistic combination of
continuous-time and discrete-time perspectives leads
to a deeper appreciation and understanding of DSP
concepts and practices. • For upper-level
undergraduates • Illustrates concepts with 500 highquality figures, more than 170 fully worked examples,
and hundreds of end-of-chapter problems, more than
150 drill exercises, including complete and detailed
solutions • Seamlessly integrates MATLAB throughout
the text to enhance learning

Mashairi ya Vita vya Kuduhu
What every disciple is called to is as radical as it
comes. For more than half a century, practicing and
proclaiming biblical discipleship has been the author's
heart-beat. This is that life's ministry captured for you
in a book.

Intelligence Success and Failure
The Disciple's Manual
Flowers are perennial favourites in patchwork,
applique and quilting. Pauline Ineson shows you how
to create amazing three-dimensional flowers with
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machine quilting, patchwork and applique techniques.
This garden of 20 irresistible fabric flowers includes
pretty little marigolds, intricate fuchsias, stately
foxgloves and elegant tulips. A wide variety of
techniques are used to make the flowers, including
ruching fabric, gathering and coiling fabric and many
applique techniques. Detailed step-by-step artwork
and gorgeous photography beautifully illustrate
Pauline's innovative designs, which are accompanied
by full-size templates. There are also instructions for
making stems and various leaf shapes. Variations for
each flower show how you can adapt the colours and
styles to create your own unique versions. The book
also includes examples of stunning quilt blocks
incorporating the flower designs for added inspiration.
Floral Dimensions is a beautiful book that will inspire
you to create your own delightful bouquet of flowers
that you can use to adorn all sorts of lovely sewing
projects.

At the Edge of Thim
EXPECTING THE PRINCE'S BABY
Kinjeketile
Comprehensively updated for the latest syllabus, for
first teaching September 2017, and developed
directly with the IB, the second edition of this popular
Psychology Course Book provides thorough coverage
of all core and optional units at Standard and Higher
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Level, as well as assessment preparation support.
Engaging, full-colour activities and in-depth,
international case studies bring the theory to life,
while structured opportunities for critical thinking and
concept-based learning help to develop enquiring and
independent learners. Clear and accessible language,
a robust reference section, support for the Internal
Assessment and TOK links ensure that all learners
progress through the DP Psychology course with
confidence.

Death at the Well
Blossoms of the Savannah is the story of two sisters,
Taiyo and Resian, who are on the verge of
womanhood and torn between their personal
ambitions and the humiliating duty to the Nasila
tradition. Relocation to their rural home heralds a
cultural alienation born of their refusal to succumb to
female genital mutilation and early marriages. In
pursuit of the delicate and elusive socio-economic
cultural balance in Nasila, Ole. Kaelo, the girls' father
is ensnared by a corrupt extortionist. To extricate
himself he sends his daughters into a flat-spin
labyrinth from which they have to struggle to escape.

Power, Politics, and Change
Bright of the Moon
Swahili was once an obscure dialect of an East African
Bantu language. Today more than one hundred
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million people use it: Swahili is to eastern and central
Africa what English is to the world. From its embrace
in the 1960s by the black freedom movement in the
United States to its adoption in 2004 as the African
Union’s official language, Swahili has become a truly
international language. How this came about and
why, of all African languages, it happened only to
Swahili is the story that John M. Mugane sets out to
explore. The remarkable adaptability of Swahili has
allowed Africans and others to tailor the language to
their needs, extending its influence far beyond its
place of origin. Its symbolic as well as its practical
power has evolved from its status as a language of
contact among diverse cultures, even as it embodies
the history of communities in eastern and central
Africa and throughout the Indian Ocean world. The
Story of Swahili calls for a reevaluation of the
widespread assumption that cultural superiority,
military conquest, and economic dominance
determine a language’s prosperity. This sweeping
history gives a vibrant, living language its due,
highlighting its nimbleness from its beginnings to its
place today in the fast-changing world of global
communication.

Essentials of Digital Signal Processing
Teens who learn how to advocate for themselves and
who then act are not only taking steps to right
whatever wrong they have been facing, they are also
preparing themselves for successful adult life. SelfAdvocacy: The Ultimate Teen Guide offers the tools
and skills teens need to help themselves succeed
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when they decide to challenge the status quo.

The Story of Swahili
Mashairi Ya Vita Vya Kuduhu is a presentation and
discussion of both manuscript and published versions
of poems written by Lamu poets around the time of
the Battle of Kuduhu. The poetic dialogue studied in
this volume has played a significant role in the history
of Swahili poetry, and its primary concern is to inform
continued work in this area. The poems contained in
this work were transmitted and preserved by
speakers of Kiswahili and later collected and
preserved by scholars. Chapter One contains the
edited poems; Chapter Two consists of the
translations. Subsequent chapters include accounts of
the Battle of Kuduhu, editing and translating
practices, and annotated poems and source versions.
This work is presented as an example of the
importance of research, fieldwork, and the
consideration of available versions and alternative
styles of presentation in the study of Swahili poetry.

Kiswahili Kitukuzwe
An Inconvenient Wife is a rich blend of suspense,
social history (America in the 1880s), and passion.
Chance delivers a powerfully written page-turner
about a woman's struggle to escape the confines of
her time, class, and gender. Literary historical fiction
is an extremely popular genre, as demonstrated by
such bestsellers as Matthew Pearl's AThe Dante Club
and Michael Faber's The Crimson Petal and the White.
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Megan Chance is the author of Susannah Morrow,
which captured the extraordinary drama of the Salem
witch trials; as well as the historical romance novels A
Season in Eden, The Gentleman Caller, The Way
Home, and Fall from Grace.

Betrayal in the City
First edition of Bell's (1774-1842) important study of
the anatomy and physiology of facial expression. The
expressions, attitudes, and movements of the human
body had always interested scientists as well as
artists, but never before had thy been treated with
such depth and conciseness. The work reflects Bell's
brilliance as both artist and anatomist, and inspired
Darwin's own Expression of the Emotions (1872),
which he described Bell as one of the founders of the
subject as a branch of science. Reyolds, 404,
Wellcome, II, p.135, B & L Rootenberg,1987
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